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Voices from the Explosion 
The World's Greatest Accidental Explosion RAF Fauld 

Underground Bomb Store, 1944 

Valerie Hardy 
 
 

5-Star ‘This is a fabulous book about the WW2 disaster that the nation 
forgot. 
Not only is it brilliantly researched, but it's the only one I've found that 
contains first-hand recollections from people that were there at the time, on 
the very day. A terrific read, thoroughly recommended.’ 
 
5-Star ‘This book is a wonderful narrative of the explosion event but is also 
an amazing piece of social history... The author's style and approach left 
me in admiration... her dedication to providing a fitting record of the whole 
events leading up to the explosion, the description of the event itself, the 
rescue attempts, the enquiry and reporting - but what sets this book apart 
is the history of the people after the event.’ 
 
	

The largest ever explosion in Britain was colossal - and it was 
accidental. 
On 27 November 1944 almost 4 kilotons of bombs rocked the 
heart of England - three times greater than fell on London 
during the worst night of the Blitz. Although the seismic waves 
were felt as far away as Casablanca the catastrophe was 
hushed up as an official secret. Spy and saboteur stories 
abounded locally but elsewhere the largest crater in Europe 
remains unknown: a war grave like none other. 
Told for the first time by the people who lived through the event 
and its aftermath this is an important and unique chronicle of 
the world’s greatest accidental explosion. 
“There was a blinding flash and it looked like a great mountain 
in front of you. The stuff stood so high - pieces as big as 
railway engines were going up in the sky. We just stood and 
watched. It was unbelievable.” 

 
	
Valerie Hardy (née Hellaby) a farmer’s daughter from the middle Dove valley 
of the Staffordshire/Derbyshire borders, who experienced the immediate 
aftermath of the Fauld explosion of 1944, was educated at Hanbury village 
school and Uttoxeter Girls’ High School before reading Geography at the 
University of Leeds. She then studied Education at Bristol and Nottingham 
Universities and taught in Leicestershire and Derbyshire before going into 
Educational Administration in Sheffield, Cumbria and Gloucestershire 
followed by work for the European Business School, London. 
Valerie, who now lives in the Cotswolds, is a frequent visitor to the land of 
her roots where she researched for her first book Old Derbyshire and the 
New Worlds and captured the memories and eye-witness accounts for her 
second, VOICES FROM THE EXPLOSION. 
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